As of August 2018, P&P has approved the following leaves:

Approved Divinity Teaching Leaves (advising, committee service continues)
Levine, A-J NT, GCIE Spring 19

Approved Divinity Faculty Research Leaves or Parental Leaves
Anderson, Victor E&S, BRCS Fall 18
Hamman, Jaco RPC Fall 18
Levine, A-J NT, GCIE Fall 18, (Fall 19)
Morrill, Bruce TS, Chap, PCS Fall 18
Reside, Graham E&S, PCS Spring 19
Rieger, Joerg TS, REJ Fall 18
Geller, Jay GCIE Fall 18, Spring 19
Seow, Leong HB, MANEC Fall 18, Spring 19
Floyd-Thomas, S E&S, BRCS, REJ Spring 19, (Fall 19)
Snarr, Melissa E&S, REJ, GCIE Fall 19, Spring 20

Potential Upcoming Research or Teaching Leaves (2019-2020)
Floyd-Thomas, J. History, BRCS, RAC, REJ Fall 19
Matson, Viki Field Ed, PPCL Fall 19
Reside, Graham E&S, PCS Fall 19
Armour, Ellen TS, RGS, PCS Spring 20
Marbury, Herb HB, BRCS, SSA Spring 20
McClure, John H&L, PPCL, RAC Spring 20